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Abstract. A variety of disciplines and research areas have separatelystudied the no-
tions of action, agents and agency, but no integrated and well-developed formal ontol-
ogy for them is currently available. This paper is a first attempt at bridging this gap,
focusing especially on the relationship between agency andaction.

The departure point is STIT logic, the most expressive amongthe current logics
of agency. Agency is the relationship between an agent and the states of affairs it can
bring about, without refering to how this is done, i.e., the actions performed. Since on-
tological investigations are best done in a first-order framework, making explicit at the
language level the domain of quantification, we first proposea first-order theory that is
proved equivalent to the propositional modal logic STIT. The domain and language of
this theory is then extended to cover actions, obtaining thetheory we call OntoSTIT+.

Introduction

Action and agency are crucial notions for a variety of application domains, e.g., multiagent
systems and interaction modelling, planning and robotics,law and social modelling. . .
Accordingly, many different research areas, among which the quite rich discipline of philos-
ophy of action, have proposed theoretical accounts. Unfortunately, these proposals are often
unrelated; a correlate is that no well-developed ontology of action and agency is currently
available. This paper is a first attempt at bridging this gap,focusing especially on the rela-
tionship between agency and action, mostly studied separately.

STIT logic (in short: STIT) is one of the most suitable logical systems dealing with
agency, both in terms of expressivity and formal properties. The key idea of agency comes
from Anselm around the year 1100, who argued that acting is best described by what an agent
brings about or, in STIT terms, “sees to it that” is true. Agency is thus the relationship between
an agent (or a group of agents) and the states of affairs it canbring about, without refering
to how this is done, i.e., the actions performed. Reducing the ontological commitment is of
course positive, but if one wants to reason on actions themselves, considering their precon-
ditions, distinguishing between different ways of reaching a given state of affairs, analysing
the internal structure of the action (its participants other than the agent, its way of unfolding
in time) and its essential relationship with the agent’s mental states, avoiding to introduce
actions in the picture becomes impossible.

STIT is a propositional modal logic. Integrating agency andactions in the same frame-
work could be done by extending STIT with some other modal operators dealing more ex-
plicitly with actions like those of PDL; this path has begun to be explored in [1]. However,
with modal operators, the domains of interest and their ontological properties are not made



explicit in the language but left hidden in the models. Another direction is to work directly in
the more expressive framework of first-order logic, more suitable to easily formulate many
properties and explore the variety of possible ontologicalchoices.

The methodology chosen for the work presented here is therefore to first express the on-
tological assumptions of STIT in a first-order theory, called OntoSTIT; this is the purpose of
Section 2, after a formal presentation of STIT in Section 1. Then, we propose to extend this
theory by enlarging its language and its domain of interpretation to include actions proper.
Section 3 is thus dedicated to discussing OntoSTIT+. Havingstarted from a decidable modal
logic, future work will examine if OntoSTIT+ is suitable as intended models of some exten-
sion of STIT that maintains good reasoning properties.

1 STIT LOGIC

This section is a short introduction to STIT, a family of modal logics of agency [2, 3]. We
start with pointing out the important properties of STIT, which justifies why we have chosen
it as a basis. Then we present the language and syntactic structure of this logic as well as its
semantics. Doing so, we try to follow the terminology that isused by its authors, although
we are aware that some terms used in STIT might be misleading;in such cases we provide
clarification.

Formal properties of STIT. STIT is not the only logic of agency, even though it enjoys for-
mal properties that make it more attractive than others. Onesuch property is that STIT is more
expressive than three well known logics of agency, namely: CTL, ATL and CL [4, 5]. Let us
briefly introduce these other logics.Computation Tree Logic(CTL) is a well suited system of
branching time [6]. It allows quantification over possible futures and linear reasoning along a
branch with the usual operators ofLinear Temporal Logic(LTL). Alternating-time Temporal
Logic (ATL) is a direct extension of CTL for open systems, introducing agents whose choices
determine the future [7]. In ATL is possible to express that agents form coalitions and per-
form collective choices in order to influence the course of the time. Pauly’sCoalition Logic
(CL) [8] has been introduced to reason about what single agents and groups of agents are able
to achieve. As shown by Goranko in [9], CL corresponds to the fragment of ATL restricted
to some operators.

The second important property of STIT is its decidability, proven in [3, Part VI]. This fact
makes STIT an appropriate tool for reasoning.

STIT language. From hereon we focus on the STIT variant based on the operatorcalled
Chellas’s stit (cstit) with many agents. The language of STIT (LSTIT ) is described as follows:

φ , p | a = b | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Fφ | Pφ | �φ | [a cstit : φ]

wherep belongs to a set of atomic propositionsAtm (p ∈ Atm) anda, b are elements of
set of agentsAgt (a, b ∈ Agt). F andP are the standard Prior-Thomason’s future and past
temporal operators.� is the historical necessity operator.[a cstit : φ] is the agentive operator
“agenta sees to it thatφ”.

STIT Models. Before describing the standard STIT models we need to introduce a few con-
cepts regarding the underlying temporal structures. Abranching time frameis a structure
〈Mom,<〉 in whichMom is a nonempty set of moments, and< is a transitive and irreflexive



partial order relation such that there is no backward branching1 and every two moments have
a common lower bound2. In such a branching time frame moments are ordered in a tree-like
structure, where forward branching represents theindeterminacyof the future and the very
possibility of agency, and the lack of backward branching represents the determinacy of the
past.

A maximal set of linearly ordered moments fromMom3 is a history. “Intuitively, each
history represents some complete temporal evolution of theworld, one possible way in which
things might work out.” [2] As a matter of fact, many possiblecourses of the world are
possible, which exactly expresses the idea of indeterminacy. It is also no surprise that a given
moment might be contained in several different histories. Let thusHm = {h|m ∈ h} be the
set of histories passing throughm, those histories in whichm occurs.

A STIT modelis a structureM of the form〈Mom,<,Agt, Choice, v〉, where〈Mom,<〉
is a branching-time frame,v is a valuation functionv : Atm→ 2Mom×Hist, whereHist is the
set all histories.Agt is a non empty set of agents acting in time (all intentional components
are ignored).Choice : Agt×Mom → 22Hist

is a function whose values are notedChoicem
a

for given agenta and momentm. Choicem
a is a partition into equivalence classes of the set

of historiesHm throughm.
Intuitively, the functionChoice represents the possible constraints that an agent is able

to exercise upon the course of events at a given moment, i.e. the choices open to the agent at
that moment, implicitly corresponding to his or her possible actions. By choosing one choice
cell, the agent can rule out the other histories that do not belong to this choice cell and that
are possible at the moment of her or his choice. Formally, by choosing—or “acting”—atm,
the agenta selects a particular set of histories fromChoicem

a within which the history to be
realized then lies. Given a historyh ∈ Hm, Choicem

a (h) represents the particular choice (set
of actions) fromChoicem

a containingh. Histories belonging to a particular choice cell are the
possible outcomesthat might result from performing someunderlying action.

Choices must be effective. The choice available to an agent at a given moment should
not allow a distinction between histories that do not branchat that moment. For each agent,
any two histories that are undivided atm must belong to the same choice cell of the partition
Choicem

a .
Finally, if there are multiple agents, agents’ choices mustbe independent and compatible.

For each moment and for any possible choice of each agenta at that moment, the intersection
of all the possible choices selected must contain at least one history4.

Semantics. Assuming a STIT modelM, we can define the conditions of satisfaction inM
for STIT’s formulae, starting with standard operators. In the following,m/h is anindex, i.e.,
a pair consisting of a momentm in Mom of M and a historyh from Hm, andv is the
evaluation function ofM.

M, m/h |= p ⇐⇒ m/h ∈ v(p), p ∈ Atm.
M, m/h |= ¬φ ⇐⇒ M, m/h 6|= φ
M, m/h |= φ ∧ ψ ⇐⇒ M, m/h |= φ andM, m/h |= ψ
M, m/h |= Pφ ⇐⇒ there is somem′ ∈ h s.t.m′ < m andM, m′/h |= φ

1Formally:∀m1, m2, m3(m1 < m3 ∧ m2 < m3 → m1 = m2 ∨ m1 < m2 ∨ m2 < m1).
2Formally:∀m1, m2∃m0((m0 < m1 ∨ m0 = m1) ∧ (m0 < m2 ∨ m0 = m2)).
3A seth of moments fromMom is linearly ordered iff for any momentsm1 andm2 in h, eitherm1 = m2

or m1 < m2 or m2 < m1. The seth is maximally linearly ordered whenever there is no linearlyordered setg
that properly includesh.

4Formally: For eachm ∈ Mom and for each functionfm onAgt such thatfm(a) ∈ Choicem

a
,
⋂
{fm(a) :

a ∈ Agt} 6= ∅.



M, m/h |= Fφ ⇐⇒ there is somem′ ∈ h s.t.m < m′ andM, m′/h |= φ

Historical necessity(or settledness) at a momentm (in a historyh) is defined as truth in
all histories passing throughm. Formally:

M, m/h |= �φ ⇐⇒ M, m/h′ |= φ for all h′ ∈ Hm.

When�φ holds atm, p is said to besettled true atm. ♦p is defined in the usual way as
¬�¬φ, and stands for historical possibility. The intuitive ideais that�φ should be true at
some moment ifφ is true at that moment no matter how the future will turn out.

Let’s define the extension of a formula at a momentm: |φ|Mm = {h ∈ Hm|M, m/h |= φ}.
|φ|Mm is a set of historiesh passing through momentm such that the sentenceφ is true atm/h.

Now we are ready to define the agentive operator[ cstit : ] (Chellas’ STIT).5 Let a be
an agent inAgt andm/h an index,

M, m/h |= [a cstit : φ] ⇐⇒ Choicem
a (h) ⊆ |φ|Mm .

A statement of the form[a cstit : φ], expressing the idea that the agenta sees to it thatφ,
is defined as true at an indexm/h just in the case the action performed bya (the choice of
a) at that index guarantees the truth ofφ. The action might result in a variety of possible
outcomes, but the statementφ must be true in each of them, even though the agent cannot
determine which one it will be. For example, my action ofbuttering the toastleads to the
state that thetoast is buttered. This state of affair has to hold in all histories belonging to my
choice cell, if I want to truly say thatI saw to it that the toast is buttered. However many
other states of affairs may hold in the histories where thetoast is buttered. For example the
toast is butteredmay lie either in the history wherethe toast is buttered and my tea is coldor
in the history where thetoast is buttered and my tea is hotand so forth.

Axiomatics. The STIT version considered here (Chellas’s stit) is axiomatized as follows:

(A0) Axioms for propositional logic

(A0’) Axioms for Prior-Thomason’s temporal operatorsP, F

(A1) S5 axioms for both modal operators� and[ cstit : ]

(A2) �φ→ [a cstit : φ]

(A3) Axioms for standard identity inAgt

(AIA k) diff (a0, ..., ak) ∧ ♦[a0 cstit : p0] ∧ ... ∧ ♦[ak cstit : pk] → ♦([a0 cstit : p0] ∧ ... ∧
[ak cstit : pk]) (k > 1)

where:

(DA) (Distinct agents)diff (a0) , ⊤, diff(a0, ..., an+1) , diff (a0, ..., an)∧ a0 6= an+1 ∧ ...∧
an 6= an+1, for anyn > 0

and takes as rules of inferencemodus ponensandnecessitation:

(RN) from φ infer �φ

As was proven in [3, p. 435-450] STIT is sound and complete with respect to the class of
modelsM, and it is decidable.

5STIT models allow the definition of many stit operators. For instance,[ dstit : ] (deliberative stit) and
[ astit : ] (achievement stit) are other well-known operators in the STIT literature. Here, we focus only on
[ cstit : ], but [ dstit : ] can be easily defined by means of[ cstit : ] and historical necessity ([a dstit : φ] ,
[a cstit : φ] ∧ ¬�φ).



2 STIT Ontology of Agency - OntoSTIT

2.1 A modal or an ontological approach?

As explained in the beginning of last section, STIT Logic is avery expressive logic of agency.
It has very important formal properties – interesting fragments are decidable and complete,
and accordingly, it knows a growing influence. However, fromthe ontological point of view,
it is not totally clear to what extent STIT captures the intuitions of agency, and how this
relates to the notion of action, in particular as it is studied in the philosophy of action.

It is well known that propositional modal logic has expressivity limitations in comparison
with first order logic; this is actually why it has better calculability properties. But whereas the
latter enables the expression of rich theories capturing almost all intuitions, the former forces
us to tie our intuitions into an at times uncomfortable suit.In this sense it is not surprise that
inside the ontological community those who deal with the concept of action and agency have
little or no interest in STIT Logic, as Belnap, one of the authors of STIT Logic, complained:

The modal logic of agency is not popular. Perhaps largely dueto the influence of
Davidson (see the essays in Davidson 1980 [10]), but based also on the very different
work of such as Goldman 1970 [11] and Thomson 1977 [12], the dominant logical
template takes an agent as a wart on the skin of an action, and takes an action as
a kind of event. This “actions as events” picture is all ontology, not modality, and
indeed, in the case of Davidson, is driven by the sort of commitment to first-order
logic that counts modalities as Bad.[3]

On the other hand—the argument goes—STIT Logic is philosophically well motivated
and“has the advantage that it permits us topostpone attempting to fashion an ontological
theory, while still advancing our grasp of some important featuresof action...” [3].

Although, as said earlier, is it true that the first-order framework is more adequate to
ontological studies, we would like to draw a slightly different picture from Belnap’s. As
any representation framework, propositional modal logicsdo carry ontological assumptions,
even though these are often hidden in properties of their models rather than explicitly stated
in the language. So, even though the focus in STIT work has (deliberately) not been put on
ontological questions, STIT is already in some sense an ontology of agency.

In order to clarify what are STIT’s ontological assumptionsand establish a base ground
on which to build a richer ontology of agency and action, we will in the next sections extract
those features of action captured by STIT, and make them explicit in a first-order theory
proved equivalent to it, that we will callOntoSTIT.

2.2 From STIT to OntoSTIT

We first present the new first-order language we will be using,and then the axiomatic theory
that we call OntoSTIT. We will then define a function to translate formulae of STIT language
into formulae of OntoSTIT. On the basis of this translation function, following the technique
of “T-encoded semantics” [13, 14], and thanks to STIT’s completeness with respect to the
class of modelsM (see above), it can be shown that STIT is equivalent to OntoSTIT.

2.2.1 Language

OntoSTIT is a theory of first-order logic with identity and its language,LOntoSTIT , is de-
fined in a standard way. We nevertheless assume the followingconventions for variables and
constants symbols ofLOntoSTIT :



• Ω is the set of variables ranging on Particulars:x1, ..., xn(..., s, t, x, x′, x′′, y, z, ...)

• Λ is the set of constants denoting Particulars:a, h, m, y, z, ...

• Π is the set of constants denoting States of Affairs:p, p’, p”, ...

• ∆ is the set of constants denoting (primitive) Universals:AG, MO, HT , IN , PRE,
HOLDS, PO.

These predicate constants are understood as, respectively, “is an agent”, “is a moment”, “is
a history”, incidence between a moment and a history, precedence between moments, the
relation such that at a moment and a history a proposition “holds”, the relation such that an
agent at a moment makes sure that two histories are both “possible outcomes” of its action.6

The models of OntoSTIT are those of STIT, the class of modelsM. The domain of
quantification in whichΩ is interpreted covers agents, moments and histories. Even if this is
a first-order theory, we need to refer to propositions. The language contains therefore a set
of constants that could be seen as denotingreified atomic propositions, but will simply be
interpreted as states of affairs inM. The truth of such propositions is asserted exclusively via
the (meta-)predicateHOLDS(m, h, p) which expresses the idea of STIT that the proposition
p is true at the momentm and the historyh. No Boolean combination of these propositions
is allowed withinHOLDS.

2.2.2 Characterization of primitive relations and categories; definitions

Moments. The precedence relationPRE between moments (As1) is transitive (As2) and
irreflexive (As3). The linearity in the past is expressed by (As4). (As5) says that any two
moments have a lower bound (historical connection).

(As1) PRE(x, y) →MO(x) ∧MO(y)7

(As2) PRE(x, y) ∧ PRE(y, z) → PRE(x, z)

(As3) ¬PRE(x, x)

(As4) PRE(x, z) ∧ PRE(y, z) → x = y ∨ PRE(x, y) ∨ PRE(y, x)

(As5) ∃z((PRE(z, x) ∨ z = x) ∧ (PRE(z, y) ∨ z = y))

Agents. We assume that there is at least one agent (As6). Nothing moreis known about
agents in OntoSTIT, as well as in STIT.

(As6) ∃xAG(x)

MO, IN and HOLDS. There is at least one moment (As7). In STIT models, a history is a
set of moments and the relationship between a moment and a history is expressed bym ∈ h.
In OntoSTIT language, a history is denoted by a particular individual and no set theoretical
axioms are assumed. We simply express the relation between moments and histories by the
relationIN(x, y): “the momentx is in the historyy” or “the history y passes through the
momentx” (As8). For any moment, there is some history that passes through it (As9). (As10)
is an axiom schema ensuring that when a propositionp holds at the momentx and the history
y, x is in y.

6See: Table1. - glossary of categories and relations in∆.
7Universal quantifications over whole formulas are left implicit. We make use of the standard priorities

between connectives to avoid unnecessary bracketing.



(As7) ∃xMO(x)

(As8) IN(x, y) →MO(x) ∧HT (y)

(As9) MO(x) → ∃yIN(x, y)

(As10) HOLDS(x, y, p) → IN(x, y), for each constantp denoting states of affairs.

History. That histories denote maximally linearly ordered sets is guaranteed in OntoSTIT
by axiom (As11), using a defined predicateMLO for maximally linearly ordered (Ds2), itself
based on the defined predicateLO(x) for linearly ordered (Ds1). Theorem (Ts1) expresses the
idea that if the same moments are in two histories then those histories are identical.

(Ds1) LO(z) , ∀x, y(IN(x, z) ∧ IN(y, z) → x = y ∨ PRE(x, y) ∨ PRE(y, x))

(Ds2) MLO(x) , LO(x) ∧ ¬∃y(LO(y) ∧ x 6= y ∧ ∀z(IN(z, x) → IN(z, y))

(As11) HT (x) →MLO(x)

(Ts1) ∀z(IN(z, x) ↔ IN(z, y)) ↔ x = y

Undivided histories. The predicateUD for undivided, can be defined: two historiesx and
y are undivided at momentz if and only if for some momentt later thanz, it is the case that
t is in x andy.

(Ds3) UD(x, y, z) , ∃t(PRE(z, t) ∧ IN(t, x) ∧ IN(t, y))

Possible Outcome.The predicatePO(x, y, z, t), for possible outcome, expresses the intu-
itions that are behind theChoice function in STIT: at the momenty, the historiesz and t
– that pass throughy (As13)8 – are the possible outcomes of some action performed by the
agentx (As12) (see Figure 1). We call the historiesz and t ”possible outcomes” because
each of themmight result from the action performed by the agentx at y although “he can-
not determine which will be the actual one”. In other words, an agent by his action restricts
the possible futures to those histories that are possible outcomes of his action. Note that as
STIT, OntoSTIT does not explicitly model action. In other words, actions are not present
as individuals in our ontology. That is why we cannot expressthe intuition, neither in STIT
nor in OntoSTIT, that an agent performs a particular action.However this will be possible in
OntoSTIT+ (see Section 3).

(As12) PO(x, y, z, t) → AG(x) ∧MO(y) ∧HT (z) ∧HT (t)

(As13) PO(x, y, z, t) → IN(y, t)

sz t

y

PO(x, y, z, t)

Figure 1: At the momenty, the historiesz andt are
the possible outcomes of some action performed
by the agentx.

sz t

y

i1act1

i2 act2

Figure 2: Action Tokenact1 (act2) Lies-On His-
toryz (t). Action Tokenact1 (act2) Runs-Through
Intervali1 (i2).

Considering that the first two arguments are fixed,PO is an equivalence relation. It is
reflexive (As14), transitive (As15) and symmetric (As16):

8Because of (As16), in axiom (As13) we do not need to explicitly write that alsoIN(y, z).



(As14) IN(y, z) → PO(x, y, z, z)

(As15) PO(x, y, s, t) ∧ PO(x, y, t, z) → PO(x, y, s, z)

(As16) PO(x, y, z, t) → PO(x, y, t, z)

Axiom (As17) says that histories that are undivided at moment y are possible outcomes
of the same action.

(As17) PO(x, y, t, t′) ∧ UD(t′, t′′, y) → PO(x, y, t, t′′)

The axiom schema (As18) expresses the independence of choices. It means that at each
momenty there is at least one historyt that is common to all agents’ possible choices.

(As18) PO(x1, y, z1, t1)∧...∧PO(xk, y, zk, tk) → ∃t(PO(x1, y, z1, t)∧...∧PO(xk, y, zk, t))
for x1, ..., xk different and for anyk > 1

2.2.3 Equivalence between STIT and OntoSTIT

To prove that STIT and OntoSTIT are equivalent, we use the technique of “T-encoded seman-
tics” [13, 14], using a functionTx,y that enables us to translate formulae of STIT language
into formulae of OntoSTIT.

Definition 1. Letω andπ be the assignment and correspondance functions
ω : Ω −→ Agt ∪Mom ∪Hist,
π : Π −→ Atm

ω transforms variables ranging on particulars into agents, moments or histories of a STIT
modelM.π transforms constants denoting states of affairs into atomic propositions ofLSTIT ;
we can assume thatΠ andAtm are such thatπ is a bijection.

We are now in the position to define the translation function,which is in fact very similar
to an interpretation function. The indexes stand for the moment and the history at which
the formula is “interpreted”. Handling variable scope correctly requires the transfer to sub-
formulas of those variables —at most, one denoting a moment and one denoting an history—
that are bound. This is the purpose of the second and third argument. We detail the four
possible combinations only for the first case.

Definition 2. LetTẋ,ẏ be the translation functionLSTIT × 2Ω × 2Ω −→ LOntoSTIT such that

(Tr1) Tẋ,ẏ(p, ∅, ∅) = HOLDS(x, y, p), for p ∈ Atm, with x, y, and p being new vari-
ables and constant, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ,
ω(y) = ẏ andπ(p) = p.

(Tr1 ′) Tẋ,ẏ(p, {x}, ∅) = HOLDS(x, y, p), for p ∈ Atm, with y andp being new variables
and constant, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(y) = ẏ and
π(p) = p.

(Tr1 ′′) Tẋ,ẏ(p, ∅, {y}) = HOLDS(x, y, p), for p ∈ Atm, with x andp being new variables
and constant, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ and
π(p) = p.

(Tr1 ′′′) Tẋ,ẏ(p, {x}, {y}) = HOLDS(x, y, p), for p ∈ Atm, with p being a new constant,
and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.π(p) = p.

(Tr2) Tẋ,ẏ(¬φ, ∅, ∅) = ¬Tẋ,ẏ(φ, ∅, ∅)

(Tr3) Tẋ,ẏ(φ ∧ ψ, ∅, ∅) = Tẋ,ẏ(φ, ∅, ∅) ∧ T (ψ, ∅, ∅)



(Tr4) Tẋ,ẏ(Pφ, ∅, ∅) = ∃s(PRE(s, x) ∧ Tṡ,ẏ(φ, {s}, ∅)), with x ands being new variables,
and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ andω(s) = ṡ.

(Tr5) Tẋ,ẏ(Fφ, ∅, ∅) = ∃s(PRE(x, s)∧IN(s, y)∧Tṡ,ẏ(φ, {s}, ∅)), withx, y ands being new
variables, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ, ω(y) = ẏ
andω(s) = ṡ.

(Tr6) Tẋ,ẏ(�φ, ∅, ∅) = ∀s(IN(x, s) → Tẋ,ṡ(φ, ∅, {s})), with x ands being new variables,
and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ andω(s) = ṡ.

(Tr7) Tẋ,ẏ([a cstit : φ], ∅, ∅) = ∀s(PO(t, x, y, s) → Tẋ,ṡ(φ, ∅, {s})), with x, y, t and s
being new variables, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ,
ω(y) = ẏ, ω(t) = a andω(s) = ṡ.

One first shows that ifφ is theorem of STIT,∀x∀y(IN(x, y) → Tẋ,ẏ(φ, {x}, {y}) is a
theorem of OntoSTIT (withx andy being new variables, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT

being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ, ω(y) = ẏ). Then, it is proved that the class of STIT models
M are also models of OntoSTIT. Finally, using STIT’s completeness with respect to the class
of modelsM, it is straightforward to show the following:

Equivalence theorem
For allφ in LSTIT , φ is theorem of STIT iff∀x∀y(IN(x, y) → Tẋ,ẏ(φ, {x}, {y}) is a the-
orem of OntoSTIT, withx andy being new variables, and the interpretation ofLOntoSTIT

being constrained s.t.ω(x) = ẋ, ω(y) = ẏ.

2.2.4 How to express agency in OntoSTIT?

The idea of agency is expressed in OntoSTIT (which is basically the same as in STIT) by
two concepts: possible outcome (PO) and effect of choice/action (HOLDS). It means that
actions themselves are not present in our first-order theory. We can express in OntoSTIT that
an agent saw to it that some state of affairs holds (e.g.the light is off), even though we cannot
explicitly say by means of which action he/she has done it (wecannot say thatthe agent
switched off the light).
Let’s consider the instantaneous action ofswitching off the lightperformed byRobert, now.
We need to be sure that in all possible outcomes of the considered action it is the case that
the light is off (we assume that the actual moment is namedn and the actual historyh):

(Es1) ∀h(PO(Robert, n, h, h) → HOLDS(n, h,Light is off))

What is more, we want to say thatRobert switches off the lightis true only ifthe light was on
just before the action was performed:

(Es2) ∀xPRE(x, n) → ∃y(PRE(x, y) ∧ PRE(y, n) ∧ ¬HOLDS(y, h,Light is off))∧
∀h(PO(Robert, n, h, h) → HOLDS(n, h,Light is off)).

In OntoSTIT (as in STIT) we can also express the idea that an agent brought about some state
of affair but he could not have done it or simply it could have happened that that state of affair
does not hold. For example we say thatRobert switches off the light, now, but also thatthe
light might have been still on.

(Es3) ∀h (PO(Robert, n, h, h) → HOLDS(n, h, Light is off)) ∧ ∃s(IN(n, s) ∧
¬HOLDS(n, s, Light is off)9

9In STIT this formula can be expressed as follows:[Robert cstit : Light is off] ∧ ¬�(Light is off) which
is equivalent to the formula[Robert dstit : Light is off]. From now on we do not include the preconditions in
formulas representing actions.



Notice that in (Es1), (Es2) and (Es3) the moment of choice,n, and the moment in which the
effect of the action (the light is off) comes out, are the same. This expresses the assumption
that the action ofswitching off the lightis punctual or instantaneous. Instantaneity tightly
binds the outcome of the action to the choice of performing that action. Nevertheless it is
possible to separate the moment of choice,n, and the moment of appearance of the outcome,
m, using the future operator.

Let’s considerswimmingand the specific action whenRobert swams from point A to point
B. This action belongs to the group of actions that do not go beyond bodily movement10. In
STIT Robert’s action is expressed by the sentence:at point A, Robert sees to it that he will be
in point Bwhich, if true, means that at the moment of the choice, when Robert is in point A,
Robert is guaranteed to reach point B. This is because all actions are successful in STIT. This
seems far too strong an assumption, as in real life, agents dochange their minds and actions
can abort. There is thus in STIT an agentive gap between the choice and the effects.

A similar problem occurs in the case of actions that do go beyond bodily movement, as
for example withBooth’s killing of Lincoln, (Es4), by shooting him [17]:

(Es4) ∀h(PO(Booth, n, h, h) → ∃m(PRE(n, m) ∧HOLDS(m, h,Lincoln is dead))

(Es4) is the translation of the STIT formula:

(Es4’) [Booth cstit : F(Lincoln is dead)]

Between the moment whenBooth chooses to kill Lincolnand the moment whenLincoln is
dead, we have a temporal gap. And we still have the inadequate assumption in STIT that the
action consisting of the sequence of events – Booth pulling the trigger, the bullet flying, the
bullet entering Lincoln, Lincoln dying – is fully determined by Booth’s choice. This means
that between the start of the action and the moment when its effect appears, the action cannot
be stopped, neither for reasons internal to the agent (whichin this case is impossible if we
assume the pulling the trigger is instantaneous) nor for anyexternal forces. The temporal gap
is here both an agentive and a causal gap.

STIT’s assumption that actions are always successful corresponds to the fact that actions
are seenex post acto. It is thus in some sense deliberate that only actions that have succeeded
are taken into account11. As we have seen there are nevertheless good reasons to take adif-
ferent point of view on actions. Indeed, this is why an extension to STIT has been proposed
in [18], to include the new operator “is seeing to it that”.

Theex post actoview solves the problem of the possible gap between the choice and the
action’s outcome by simply assuming some kind of determinism of choice, and [18] solves it
by assuming the existence of default “strategies”. OntoSTIT obviously inherits the undesired
properties of STIT. To follow more closely findings in philosophy of action, we claim that we
should avoid the agentive gap by representing explicitly the persistence of the agent’s choice
(intention) till the end of the action. Adding the possibility to directly refer to actions is
therefore an obvious solution, which moreover opens the path for yet other extensions aimed
at accounting for the richness of action concept. The extension of OntoSTIT to actions is the
subject of the next section.

3 Towards an Ontology of Action - OntoSTIT+

In this section we show how OntoSTIT might be extended with actions, obtaining the new
theory OntoSTIT+. Its intended models extend the domain of classM with actions and inter-

10Searle [15, 16] claims that no action goes beyond bodily movement. Here we do not want to take issue on
this.

11The formula[a cstit : φ] → φ is theorem of STIT.



vals. We distinguish between action tokens and their “action courses”, which are the different
possible ways an action token might unfold in time. We show atthe end of this section that
in OntoSTIT+, the problems just described are solved.

3.1 Language.

The language of OntoSTIT+ is that of OntoSTIT extended with new universals. Let’s∆+ be
a set of all explicitly introduced universal of OntoSTIT+. Then:

∆+ = ∆ ∪ {INT,ACT,Act, INI, CO,RT, LON,AGO}

These predicate constants are understood as, respectively, “is an interval”, “is an action to-
ken”, “is an action course”,“a moment is in an interval”, “anaction course is a course of an
action token”, ”an action course runs through an interval”,“an action course lies on a history”
and “an agent is the agent of an action course”12.

3.2 Characterization of categories and primitive relations; definitions

Intervals. INI (in) relates moments and intervals (Ap1). All intervals arelinearly ordered
(Ap2). (Dp1) and (Dp2) define beginning and end of intervals.Any interval has a beginning
and an end (Ap3). The unicity of beginning and end for each interval is guaranteed by (Dp1),
(Dp2) and (Ap2). Intervals are convex (Ap4). It is worth noting that nothing prevents a begin-
ning of an interval from being equal to its end, so degenerated intervals are possible. (Dp3)
defines the relation of temporal part between an interval anda history. For each interval there
is a history of which it is temporal part (Ap5). However an interval may belong to more than
one history (non-unicity).

(Ap1) INI(x, y) →MO(x) ∧ INT (y)

(Ap2) INT (x) → ∀x, y(INI(x, z) ∧ INI(y, z) → x = y ∨ PRE(x, y) ∨ PRE(y, x))

(Dp1) BEG(x, y) , INI(x, y) ∧ ∀z(PRE(z, x) → ¬INI(z, y))

(Dp2) END(x, y) , INI(x, y) ∧ ∀z(PRE(x, z) → ¬INI(z, y))

(Ap3) INT (x) → ∃y, z(BEG(y, x) ∧END(z, x))

(Ap4) INT (x) ∧ INI(k, x) ∧ INI(l, x) ∧ PRE(k, y) ∧ PRE(y, l) → INI(y, x)

(Dp3) TP (x, y) , ∀z(INI(z, x) → IN(z, y))

(Ap5) INT (x) → ∃y(TP (x, y))

Actions. The relationRT binds an action course to an interval (Ap6). An action course
should be understood as a particular execution of an action token. The time of each action
course is always fixed: there is exactly one interval such that it runs through it (Ap7). The
predicateCO(x, y) links an action course to an action token (Ap8). For each action course
there isexactly oneaction token it it is a course of (Ap9). Similarly, for each action token there
is at least oneaction course which is a course of it (Ap10). (Ap11) and theorem (Tp1) say
that for each action course and each action token we can always find exactly one agent that is
agentive for it. (Dp4 - Dp6) define the predicates:BAct(x, y), EAct(x, y) andBACT (x, y)
which should be understood respectively as ”momentx is a beginning of action coursey”,
”momentx is an end of action coursey”, and ”momentx is a beginning of action tokeny”

12In a larger setting such as DOLCE,AGO would be subsumed by participation.



. The unicity of beginning and end of each action course is guaranteed by the unicity of the
interval that is unique for each action course (Ap7) and the unicity of beginning and end for
each interval (Dp1, Dp2, Ap2). Note that for the beginning ofan action token is specified
whereas its end is not; it is defined by means of the beginning of some action course that is
a course of it. (Ap12) guarantees that all action courses that are courses of the same action
token have the same starting moment, even though they may have different ends. That is why
unicity of action token’s end cannot be guaranteed, whereasits beginning is unique. Finally,
we define a predicateLON(x, y) which means: the action coursex lies on the historyy and
it is so if and only if there is an intervals such thatx runs through it ands is a temporal part
of y (Dp7).

(Ap6) RT (x, y) → Act(x) ∧ INT (y)

(Ap7) Act(x) → ∃!y(RT (x, y))

(Ap8) CO(x, y) → Act(x) ∧ACT (y)

(Ap9) Act(x) → ∃!y(CO(x, y))

(Ap10) ACT (x) → ∃y(CO(y, x))

(Ap11) ACT (x) → ∃!y(AG(y) ∧ ∀z(CO(z, x) → AGO(y, z))

(Tp1) Act(x) → ∃!y(AG(y) ∧ AGO(y, x))

(Dp4) BAct(x, y) , ∃s(RT (y, s) ∧BEG(x, s))

(Dp5) EAct(x, y) , ∃s(RT (y, s) ∧END(x, s))

(Dp6) BACT (x, y) , ∃s(CO(s, y) ∧ BAct(x, s))

(Ap12) CO(x, z) ∧ CO(y, z) → ∃t(BAct(t, x) ∧ BAct(t, y))

(Dp7) LON(x, y) , ∃s(RT (x, s) ∧ TP (s, y))

3.3 Agency in OntoSTIT+

UnderstandingPO. To bind the intuitions that are behindChoice/PO within the OntoS-
TIT+ framework, we propose the formula (Ap13):

(Ap13) CO(x, y) ∧ CO(z, y) ∧ AGO(u, x) ∧ BACT (w, y) ∧ LON(x, k) ∧ LON(z, l) →
PO(u, w, k, l),

which says that ifx andz are action courses of an action tokeny with beginningw and agent
u, thenPO(u, w, k, l) is underlying choice for action tokeny.

Filling the agentive gap. As we have just mentioned in section 2.2.4 actions themselves are
not present in OntoSTIT and we were not able to express in it that the agent switched off
the lightby explicit referring toswitchingas such.13 In OntoSTIT+ we can easily do it. Let’s
represent again the example (Es1):

(Ep1) ∃x, z(ACT (x) ∧ switching-off-the-light(x) ∧ ∀y, h(CO(y, x) ∧ LON(y, h) →
AGO(Robert, y) ∧ BAct(z, y) ∧EAct(z, y) ∧HOLDS(z, h,light-is-off)))

13Here we are assuming the existence of a number of additional predicates, likeswitching-off-the-light, that
categorize action tokens.



If we (i) loosen the condition that the action is instantaneous, i.e., that the beginning and end
of each action course of a specific action token are the same, and (ii) limit the requirement
that the action has been successful to the actual historyh only, we obtain a description that
captures also situations like that of example (Es4):

(Ep2) ∃x(ACT (x) ∧ switching-off-the-light(x)∧ ∀y, z(CO(y, x)∧LON(y, h)∧EAct(z, y)
→ AGO(Robert, y) ∧HOLDS(z, h,light-is-off)))

Notice that (Ep2) does not share the problems of (Es2) because the outcome of the action is
linked to the action of the agent. By extending OntoSTIT on actions and intervals we solved
two problems pointed out on the end of section 2.2.4.

4 Perspectives

In this work, we have proposed a first-order theory OntoSTIT that made explicit the ontolog-
ical assumptions of the most expressive modal logic of agency to date, STIT. We have then
showed how this framework could be extended to overcome someof STIT’s shortcomings,
adding actions to its domain.

This is only a first step towards a rich theory of actions and agency. Obviously, OntoS-
TIT+ still needs to be extended in many directions: To deal with expected effects, which
might be useful for, e.g., defining action categories, we canperhaps take inspiration from
[18], specifying default actions courses. To deal more explicitly with the agent’s intentions
than with the simple “possible outcomes” predicate, integrating agent’s mental attitudes is
a necessity. We also need to investigate how to express that different categories of actions
unfold in time in different ways (aktionsart), and introduce other participants than the agent.

Before adding too many extensions, it might be interesting to take advantage of our de-
parting point, a decidable propositional modal logic. We would thus like to study what is
the decidable part of OntoSTIT+ and the possibility to transform it back into some modal
logic extending directly STIT. Finally, the integration ofOntoSTIT+ within a foundational
ontology like DOLCE would surely bring many further insights. For this, a close comparison
with how actions are represented in OpenCYC could be useful,because of their Davidsonian
approach, taking seriously the perdurant dimension of actions.
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Symbol Gloss
Act(x) x is an Action Course

ACT(x) x is an Action Token
AG(x) x is an Agent

AGO(x,y) x is an Agent-Of action course y
HT(x) x is a History

INT(x) x is an Interval
LO(x) x is Linearly-Ordered

MLO(x) x is Maximally-Linearly-Ordered
CO(x,y) action course x is Course Of action token y

HOLDS(x,y,p) p Holds-In moment x of history y
IN(x,y) moment x is In history y

INI(x,y) moment x is In interval y
LON(x,y) action token x Lies-On history y

TP(x,y) x is a Temporal-Part of y
PO(x,y,z,t) histories z and t are Possible-Outcomes

of action performed by agent x in moment y
PRE(x,y) moment x Precedes moment y

RT(x,y) action token x Runs-Through interval y
UD(x,y,z) histories x and y are undivided at moment z

Table 1: Glossary of Categories and Relations


